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Are you a woman who believes in your own beauty? Do you love your sensuality and live it

fully? Aphrodite's Magic is a journey into seven aspects of women's sexuality. Enter the Temple

of Aphrodite, Goddess of Love and explore the layers of your most private, feminine self. This

book will guide you to resolve and heal past trauma, grief and abuse so your sexuality is set

free from the past. You will be inspired to honor and celebrate your unique embodiment of the

feminine and allow the magic of the Goddess to enter your body with every breath you take.

Visualizations and rituals are included to support each step of your journey. Rediscovering

seven strands of your sexuality, dancing, journaling and creative processes lead the reader to

weave a spell that culminates in a powerful affirmation of self-honoring and sexual

embodiment. You can also create your own magical girdle, like the one worn by Aphrodite

herself. Aphrodite's Magic will release you from the past and inspire your sexual and spiritual

self for the future.
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jane@janemeredith.comINVITATION TO THE MAGICAphrodite’s Magic is a magical

spell.Aphrodite, Goddess of love and sexuality was known in ancient times for her beauty,

sensuality and sexual freedom. She owned a magical girdle – a belt worn low about the hips –

which was forged from precious metals and gave powers of irresistible sexual attraction to

whoever wore it.We have lost our understanding of the essential power and beauty of women’s

sexuality. Most women do not believe they are beautiful. Many women have a sexual history of

pain, abuse, and broken hearts and we have not been taught to heal our personal suffering.

We do not know how to celebrate our sexuality. Being a woman carries a whole culture’s

restrictions of the feminine and very few women revel in their body as a manifestation of the

Goddess. We live in a place without Temples.This book will take you into the Temple.

Aphrodite’s Magic will support you to discover your inherent beauty and your enormous

potential to change and heal. You will learn to embody the celebration of your sexuality;

through dancing, journalling and ritual. If you wish, you can make your own Aphrodite’s

Girdle.Aphrodite’s Magic came to life as I was sitting on a bench in Glastonbury High Street. I

was searching for a way women could relate to their sexuality; not through their relationships



with their lovers, partners or children – or lack of them – but within themselves. The story of

Aphrodite’s magical girdle tempted me. I could sense the movement of it, swirling about her

hips. I saw a Temple building itself around her dance. I heard faint music, whispered chants. I

had spent many years dedicated to the Dark Goddess but, in my own life, sexuality had been a

strong theme. The bright colors and movement of Aphrodite beckoned me.I ran my first

Aphrodite workshop at the Glastonbury Goddess Conference in 2001 with twenty women. We

made Aphrodite Girdles by weaving together seven cords, each one linked to a process of

healing and celebrating our sexuality. Women wore their girdles to the Conference Ball, they

wore them to rituals, they wore them in the High Street and they wore them home.I’ve run the

workshop many times since then; so I don’t know how many girdles exist in the world. But I

know there aren’t enough. Aphrodite’s own girdle represented her intrinsic qualities of self-

defined sexuality, radiant beauty and sensual freedom. The girdles made in Aphrodite’s Magic

symbolize each woman’s reclaiming of those essential qualities. One by one, we are weaving

Aphrodite’s Magic.When I sat down to write this book I was supported by the comments of

fourteen women who had completed the workshop and filled in an extensive questionnaire.

Their comments appear throughout Aphrodite’s Magic. They write about their girdles, the

processes they went though and the changes they have undergone as a result of this work.

Their voices are individual, moving, contentious, personal. They are heterosexual and lesbian

and celibate. They are grandmothers, mothers and women who have never borne a child. They

range in age from their twenties to their sixties. They live in Australia, the United Kingdom and

Europe and five of them have a language other than English as their first language.Your own

journey into Aphrodite’s Magic begins when you invoke a Temple and continues through seven

aspects of your sexuality. These are linked to the chakras, seven central energy centers of the

body that are acknowledged in many cultures and healing traditions. Aphrodite’s Magic begins

with the crown chakra, representing your connection to the divine and descends through the

body to finish with the root chakra, grounding you into your body, the earth and this physical

existence.In the spell of Aphrodite’s Magic you gather one cord for your own girdle at each of

the seven levels. Each cord is infused with your intention, ritual and personal magic and when

you weave them together into a girdle, your magical spell is complete. The girdle can be worn

for dance or ritual and is also a beautiful object to decorate your Altar or bedroom.If you don’t

feel ready to take on the whole Aphrodite’s Magic spell just yet, you may choose to enjoy some

of the rituals and processes or simply to read the book. You can use the different chapters to

learn about aspects of your sexuality, your relationship to your body and your intrinsic magic. At

any stage you can begin the spell that will result in your own magical girdle.In Aphrodite’s

Temple it doesn’t matter what age you are, what your sexual orientation is or what your life

experience has been. But it does matter that you choose to embrace your feminine self and

undertake the journey of discovering your sexuality. It matters that you decide these things are

worthy of your time and attention. Your commitment to celebrating and healing aspects of

yourself and your sexuality as they arise is the essence of this spell.If you have particular

issues around sexuality – they might include a history of sexual abuse or incest; fear of

intimacy; a poor body image; infertility; aging; an unconventional sexual orientation or lifestyle;

illness; a broken heart or any number of others – these issues will arise along the way, perhaps

a number of times. This is where your healing begins.For magic to work it must go into your

deepest self and the very fabric of the universe. This cannot occur when difficult or painful

areas are avoided. It is within those exact places of your suffering that the greatest powers of

healing and insight lie and where some of the strongest magic is forged. Each woman

experiences this type of inner confrontation and transformation as she journeys through



Aphrodite’s Magic.It’s possible you will come across issues or unresolved feelings too big to

deal with on your own. In this case you may need or choose to seek counseling. It’s also

possible you’re already involved in some healing work. By taking responsibility for your well-

being and finding whatever support you need, you are able to live your life in fullness and

beauty. We belong to a species that works best in groups, loves communicating and has many

of its most transformative moments in connection with other humans. Learning to reach out for

help and support is a vital part of healing.The following section includes a short introduction on

how to work magic; advice on supporting yourself as you move through the book; materials

you’ll need and ways to structure a timeline for completing your spell. You can complete

Aphrodite’s Magic in a weekend, work on it once a month for seven months (perhaps on a new

moon or full moon) or fit it in whenever you have the time or inclination. You can choose to do

Aphrodite’s Magic on your own or with other women.Most items for the rituals and processes

are easily come by, from nature and ordinary household supplies. You can supplement these

with colored or scented candles, with specially bought amulets or Altar cloths, but it’s not

required. Some things are necessary: A journal and pen; a way to listen to music; uninterrupted

time to do the processes and the seven cords themselves; all of which are discussed fully in

the Practical Guidelines.The essential things needed to create Aphrodite’s Magic are your

commitment, your intention and your willingness to trust in the process. Along the way you will

develop your relationship with the Goddess and your own self. Like Aphrodite, you will come to

understand and revel in your sexuality, your unique embodiment of the feminine, your beauty

and your freedom.Aphrodite has been a divine Goddess to work with. Under her guidance I

have healed many of my sexual wounds and stepped bravely beyond my past. I have become

a Priestess in her Temple and I have witnessed the dances of many other women, as they

celebrate and heal their sexuality. I have danced on my own and I have dared to enter a sacred

relationship where I am committed to the truth of my sexuality. Part of the dance with my own

girdle is this book, which I send out to the world.Aphrodite’s Magic is a magical spell. I offer it to

the Goddess, to the women of this earth and the earth herself for the celebration and healing

of women’s sexuality. Each time another woman enters the Temple, dances to the Goddess

and weaves her girdle, the ripples will be felt wherever the feminine is yet to be held sacred.I

invite you to go forth into the dance of Aphrodite. It’s time to enter the Temple.Weave your

magic!JANE MEREDITHI’ve realized that I’ve always regarded myself only as whole, sexual,

feminine, beautiful when I was with a man, never on my own…that I have to reclaim my being

‘whole unto myself’ in order to love myself. This was a real awakening that came to me

gradually.MiriamBEFORE YOU BEGIN: PRACTICAL GUIDELINESTHE THREADS OF

APHRODITE’S MAGICMy Girdle is very brightly colored, much more so than I would have

predicted and whenever I look at it (it is on my Altar) it lifts my heart and makes me feel

sensual and sexy. I am looking forward to wearing it for my new friend and I will know when the

time is right.HelenHere are the practical guidelines to undertake Aphrodite’s Magic; materials

you’ll need, guidelines to support this work and optional timelines. If you are about to begin the

spell of Aphrodite’s Magic, read through this chapter before you start and refer back to it as you

need. If you’re not intending to start the spell just yet, you can browse through this chapter or

come back to it later on.This book and its activities may seem at times to ask a lot of you. They

don’t cost a lot of money and they’re not particularly difficult – but they do take time and space;

two things most of us are surprisingly short of and frequently unwilling to dedicate to ourselves.

Setting aside time for yourself is a healthy, mature and necessary part of being an individual.

Healing and gaining deeper understanding of yourself can only benefit your relationships, your

life and your spiritual path.Celebrating and healing your sexuality and making magical spells



take time. They don’t consistently happen unless you choose to make them important. If you’ve

picked up this book – if you own this book – then something in you is calling out to make those

choices and create the necessary time. What will make it easier is that it’s a joyous, revelatory

and dynamic experience!I sensed that my sexuality was too hidden, too shy and

undemonstrative. I was perhaps forgetting the colorfulness of my sexuality. Change has been

subtle too; but I notice I am wearing stronger, clearer colors and I have taken clothes that hang

round me, rather than fit, to the charity shop! So my curves are more evident and, although I

have not changed in shape, I am enjoying my body shape and form more and

more.KateMaking MagicMagic is made up of intention, focus and enactment.There’s also an

indefinable fourth element – perhaps magic itself. This element has been described as

glimpsing the patterns of the universe. It can be a sudden experience of going with the river of

life, or receiving the assistance of the gods. Intention, focus and enactment are all within your

control but this fourth part comes with grace, when it will, unexpectedly and undeniably. You

can make this fourth part possible by the strength of your intention, you can court it with the

clarity of your focus and make room for it through your steady enactment.Intention is just that;

what you intend. Often our intentions are unclear or contradictory and – even worse – they are

not always truly our own. This is why a great deal of attention is given in magic to working out

and declaring your intent; so the magic you make truly reflects your deepest wishes, best

interests and healthy and reverent self.Intentions can be pure thought, they may be written

down, they can be spoken – or sung – aloud and they can turn into whole poems and dances.

Intentions are vital to fix at the beginning of a ritual or magical process and they may need

attention later, as they change, develop or gain a new angle.Time spent thinking about and

setting your intention is never wasted, even if it takes three times longer than you thought it

would; even if it takes ten times longer. A well-known phrase within magic is Intent is All.

Certainly intent is a great deal of magic. Don’t skimp on it.Focus is vital to effective magic. If

you’re practicing magic whilst trying to write an essay, thinking about tomorrow’s schedule or

wondering if your new love will ever call you – expect a half-hearted result.Because many of us

find it difficult to hold our focus fully on one thing for any length of time (even minutes), magical

spells often have several tracks to them; different ways to claim your attention but all aimed

towards the development of the spell. Sometimes these come in graduated steps where the

focus deepens one step at a time – smudge the room; cast a circle; dedicate your Altar; do a

breathing practice; meditate – and sometimes they all play out at once; such as when you are

listening to music, chanting a mantra under your breath and making something with your

hands. (Smudge sticks are small bundles of dried aromatic herbs or leaves, either made or

bought. When lit at one end they smolder, releasing a smoke believed to be cleansing and

purifying.)Support your focus by not attempting magic when you are overly tired, hungry or

distracted. Allow the focus to build gradually, return to it if you get distracted and assist it in

every way you can. Meditation is a great tool for building focus and there are many, many

books and courses that teach different styles of meditation.Enactment means actually doing it.

So if you read this book from cover to cover, had a strong intention and good focus but actually

did none of the processes or rituals and did not have any cords to weave into a Girdle at the

end, you wouldn’t be enacting Aphrodite’s Magic.Enactment means doing it when you think it’s

silly, when you’re sick of it, when you’re frightened by it and when you have no idea where it’s

taking you. It means making the Altar, writing in a Journal, getting the cords that will become

the basis of your Girdle and doing the work.Magic is not a form of psychological counseling –

although both can change our experience of reality and even reality itself – the emphasis in

magic is on enacting the mystery, not on understanding it. Some of what you do you may not



understand until afterwards; some of it may never make sense to you. Different parts of the

enactment will be strongest for different women, so look at your own outcomes to make

judgments. Are you healing your own sexuality, or moving towards healing it? Are you

celebrating your self, your body, your sensuality and femininity or moving towards celebrating

it? In that case keep going, keep enacting.Within, around and beside intent, focus and

enactment you may occasionally feel magic. This might be like finding you are suddenly

holding the threads of the universe in your hands. It may seem as if you hear the voices of the

gods, singing your name. It might come as a sudden rightness, when things shift into alignment

and startling clarity. It may be a formless sense of being gifted; standing utterly in the present

moment or understanding the purpose of your life.These moments are transcendent and

usually enough to change a life. They add enormous depth and power to your magic. They

come when they will. They go, as well; leaving your intent, focus and enactment to continue;

enriched, informed and blessed. The results of this process we call magic.Guidelines to

Support this WorkCreating and Maintaining Ritual SpaceIt’s best if you have one place you can

dedicate to be a Temple space for this work. It needs to be somewhere you feel safe, can

easily and happily spend time and can keep some of your things. It can be your bedroom, the

living room when no one else is in it, a garden or sheltered outside place.This Temple will

house your Altar – which is described in detail in the next chapter – and will be where you do

ritual, dancing and personal processes, including writing in your Journal. It will be the place

where you connect with the Goddess and your inner self. At times when you are not doing this

work it may become a living room, bedroom or garden again, but when you take out this book,

open your Journal, put on dance music or light the candle on your Altar, it is transformed back

to your Temple space.Your Temple becomes part of Aphrodite’s Temple because of your

intention and your actions. The Temple can be moved around if you want or need to do

different processes in different places. You can move it symbolically – by taking an item from

your Altar to the new place – or just energetically and with intention.Respect for the DepthsThis

book is not written as a therapeutic tool but as a magical spell. However, the strongest issues

you have ever dealt with in regards to your sexuality, your body and your womanhood are

bound to arise. These may be familiar to you and need no more than your respect as you touch

on them, but they may require revisiting in depth, to create deeper understanding and

resolution. Aphrodite’s Magic may also open up new areas of grief, pain and uncertainty. There

are different ways to deal with this; one possibility is to take time out from this work and its

processes to find healing for an unresolved issue.Aphrodite’s Magic invites you to celebrate

and heal your own sexuality and is designed to take you wherever you need to go, to achieve

that. It may well be challenging. Some places you need to go can be painful. Unlocking and

releasing this pain is an essential step in creating your magic and moving towards healing and

celebration.Be wise in it. If you need support, find support. If you need knowledge or healing

practices beyond what you can provide yourself, find them. There are many options for healing.

Read books; talk to people; find support groups; do the healing work. Seek out massages;

dance classes; herbs; therapy or whatever you need.Be inspired to take charge of your own

healing. The woman who wears Aphrodite’s Girdle makes her life in magical process and is not

disabled by memories, circumstances or fears. Make sure you provide what is best for you at

this time.Taking the Extra StepThe extra step is what happens when you come as far as you

have ever come before – and decide to continue.Maybe you have thought about it, but never

set up an Altar before. Possibly you have read self help, or magical books but never done the

exercises or followed the instructions. Perhaps you long to make things with your hands – or

are terrified of it – and don’t do it. Maybe dancing is your extra step, or keeping a Journal.The



extra step happens when you feel blocked – that you cannot do this thing, do not know how to

do it or do not want to do it – and you do it anyway. You take a step out of your comfort zone,

out of your safe place and this takes you into the territory where things change; you step into

magic.As you work through Aphrodite’s Magic you will meet at least one place – perhaps many

places – that call upon you to take an extra step. You might not take that extra step every time,

or immediately. But you can learn to do it. Practice taking extra steps. Make that spell, write the

truth in your Journal (or whatever it may be) joyously, knowing you are stepping beyond your

previous boundaries and entering new realms. Tell yourself, this is the extra step. Be proud of

taking it.There has been a greater – and increasingly so – love of my whole body –a pride in it

– and I don’t think it’s any coincidence – I have – for the first time in my adult life (I am now

forty-seven) a wonderful sexual relationship – my body has been woken – I did not believe that

was possible, saw myself as a Sex Avoider (beyond the first few months of every new

relationship) – something so subtle was celebrated over the weekend of Aphrodite’s Magic – It

was a coming out of kinds for me.CatrionaListening to Your Own VoiceThroughout the book

I’ve placed quotes by women who’ve done this process, who’ve worked through the Seven

Strands and created their own Aphrodite’s Girdle. These quotes are in the book to inspire and

inform you; to show the differences of other women and their sameness. They are not meant to

dictate your own experience or suggest the correct way of thinking about any process or

outcome. These women have widely different backgrounds from each other; including their

ages, location, sexual orientation and life situation. What they have in common is they have

completed Aphrodite’s Magic and are willing to share some of their thoughts and experiences

with you.The strongest and most persistent voice in this book is mine. If you don’t agree with

something I’ve written, or even something I’m telling you to do; that’s fine. My voice offers

instructions, guidance, parts of my own journey and some of my understandings about different

aspects of women’s sexuality. Use it to inform you, inspire you, react against and most

importantly, to find your own voice within. What you think, how you feel and the understandings

you form are the vital outcome of Aphrodite’s Magic.It’s possible you will hear judgmental

voices as you work through this book; voices telling you sex and bodies are bad, wrong or dirty;

voices telling you this is pointless, self-indulgent or even evil. Ask those voices where they

come from. Who do they speak for and what is their motivation? You might like to write down

what they say in your Journal and then examine it. Ask yourself if you wish to live according to

these words. Ask for your own deepest truth. Write it down on the page and fine tune the

process of listening for your own inner voice.You might also hear the voice of the Goddess;

occasionally, once only or all the time. This could be the voice of Aphrodite, of another

Goddess you work with, or of a Goddess beyond all names. Her voice may sound like your

mother, a friend or wise teacher’s voice. It may sound like your own voice. It may be unearthly

or not even speak in recognized words. Usually the voice of the Goddess speaks what we

know in our deepest selves. It is most often a moving, magical and transcendent moment. But

not always. Again, you can record what is spoken to you and ask yourself for your own deepest

truth. If the Goddess speaks to you, respect her words and still continue to search for your own

voice.My Girdle consists of seven colored strands each about two meters in length. These

strands have been plaited and decorated with beads, pearls, dried flowers and ribbon. I keep it

in my bedroom on my Altar when I’m not wearing it or using it for ritual. I love wearing my

Girdle and take every opportunity to do so. It invokes a special sense of womanhood for me

when I feel the slight pressure of it around my waist. I walk taller and with purpose and

confidence when I wear my Girdle. I feel sensual, lovable and delicious – irresistible…

TannaMaterials You Will NeedSix different colored cordsThe length of each cord is twice-and-a-



half around your waist, loosely fitted. (The plaiting process at the end reduces the overall

length of the finished Girdle.) The First Cord is colored either gold or silver and the colors of

the other cords are chosen after or during the process for each cord. None of these cords can

be red – which is the color of the Sixth Cord – but you can have pink or burgundy.Either buy

cords in a variety of colors to choose from, or wait and buy each cord after you know what its

color should be. The colors of the cords are important, so don’t just buy six nice colors and try

to fit them into the process. The results can be surprising – but never unwelcome.The cords

should be lacing cord or twisted cord, not so thick that they will be difficult to plait together, and

not too narrow, or your Girdle will have no width. I use cords of about 3mm width, a little thicker

would be okay. The cords can be slightly different widths and types from each other – I often

use a mix of synthetic and cotton cords, for example, and some are narrower, flatter or have a

different look than others. Some variation actually adds to the overall look of the final

Girdle.Red wool for the Sixth CordI use bright red wool. You will need between 15 –30 meters

of it, depending on the size of your waist. Specific instructions are in the Sixth Cord

chapter.Scissors, sewing things and decorations for the completed GirdleDecorations are

optional and include: Bells, beads, feathers, shells and old jewelry. More on this in the Weaving

Aphrodite’s Magic chapter at the end of the book.Journal and penThis Journal will be the

record of all that you do and should be a blank book you don’t use for anything else. You can

choose an exercise book, a special-purpose Journal with quality paper or make your own book

and bind it with a special cover. Choose a pen and keep it with the Journal.A box or small table

for an Altar and things to put on the AltarYou can place magical tools on your Altar; statuettes

of the Goddess; drawings; poems; photos; shells and special stones; a candle; fresh flowers or

whatever you like. The creation of this Altar is covered in depth in the next chapter.Extra bits

and pieces from time to timeVarious processes and rituals call for different ingredients. These

are mostly inexpensive or readily available from any park, back garden or general household

supplies. More expensive or beautiful things can be substituted. At every point you choose

what will go into your magic and as long as it has meaning and relevance to you, it’s fine.My

Girdle is very beautiful. I have added crystals, feathers and flowers to it. It sits on my mirror so

that I can see it everyday. I haven’t had the opportunity to wear it yet but just looking at it is

enough to remember my irresistibility!!!ShelleyDancing and MusicThere’s a lot of dancing in the

seven processes that make up Aphrodite’s Magic. This is because:~ Aphrodite’s Magic is about

celebrating both body and spirit, and dancing is one of the most direct ways to access the

relationship between these parts of yourself.~ Aphrodite is a sensual Goddess and dancing is

the ideal medium to find your own link to her.~ Dance has long been recognized as a path of

worship; there are traditions still alive today where priestesses and priests dance as a form of

prayer and devotion.~ Dancing is a direct experience of being in the body that you can do

alone, almost anywhere and in your own style.The music you dance to will be your choice,

although at various points I suggest a mood or tempo. Using a wide variety of different music

will give you a chance to experience different aspects of yourself and your relationship to your

body. You can borrow CDs or download music as well as using music you are familiar with. Try

tribal drumbeats; techno, Eastern or belly-dancing music; New Age chill-out music; single

instrument such as flute or guitar; classical, jazz or blues; world music and popular.Listen to

this music on a CD player, MP3, your computer or even the radio. Sometimes you might

choose to create your own music, either as you dance or prior to dancing; on a drum, rattle or

other instrument; or even dance in silence or to music in your head. If you enjoy finding and

selecting music, you can put a lot of thought and attention into choosing the best tracks for

different processes. Otherwise you can grab whatever comes to hand or seems best in the



moment.If you find dancing difficult for any reason try simply listening to the music and moving

just one piece of your body at a time. Try closing your eyes to dance. Or you can coax yourself

into it, bit by bit and track by track. Let the music lure you. Let your heartbeat, the pulse beat of

your blood, the in and out of your breath tempt you to try moving, flowing, dancing. Let your

body come alive.There is no right and wrong way to dance and it may be one of your

challenges to find pleasure in moving your body to music. Your size/weight/age/looks/lack of co-

ordination or rhythm are not important. Your willingness to be embodied, to be within your body

is crucial. Dancing will anchor your magic into and within your body. It will mean the Girdle you

create has your relationship to your body and sexuality woven into it. Dancing is one of the

essences of this magic, so it is worth learning to trust yourself in it.TimelinesThe following is a

guideline for getting through this book in a particular length of time. If you prefer to wander at

your own pace, doing a cord in one day and then taking a month over the next one – do that. If

you are working with other women, plan your timelines together.To Complete Aphrodite’s Magic

in a Weekend:• Read through and prepare as much as possible beforehand, especially

gathering materials and organizing music.• Begin on Friday night with reading the Invitation

and Practical Guidelines. Do all the preparatory exercises in the First Cord and the First Cord

itself.• On Saturday complete the Second, Third and Fourth Cords and on Saturday evening

complete the Fifth Cord.• On Sunday complete the Sixth and Seventh Cords in the morning. In

the afternoon do the Weaving and any decorating of your Girdle as well as the celebratory

dance.To Complete Aphrodite’s Magic in a Week:• Each day do as many of the preparatory

exercises as practical for each cord. Make sure to write in your Journal every day.• On the first

day read the Invitation and Practical Guidelines. Do all the preparatory exercises in the First

Cord and the First Cord itself. Begin work on the Second Cord.• On the second day, complete

the Second and Third Cords.• On the third day, do the Fourth Cord.• On the fourth day, do the

Fifth Cord.• On the fifth day, do the Sixth Cord.• On the sixth day, do the Seventh Cord.• On

the seventh day do the Weaving, decorating of the Girdle and celebratory dance.To Complete

Aphrodite’s Magic in a Moon Cycle:

Aspecting the Goddess: Drawing Down the Divine Feminine, Rituals of Celebration: Honoring

the Seasons of Life through the Wheel of the Year, Pagan Portals - Aphrodite: Encountering

the Goddess of Love & Beauty & Initiation, The Magick of Aphrodite: Practical Rituals to the

Goddess to help in Manifesting Your Innermost Desires (Grecian Magick), Keeping Her Keys:

An Introduction To Hekate's Modern Witchcraft, Hekate: Goddess of Witches, Entering

Hekate's Garden: The Magick, Medicine & Mystery of Plant Spirit Witchcraft, Consorting with

Spirits: Your Guide to Working with Invisible Allies, Protection & Reversal Magick: A Witch's

Defense Manual (Beyond 101), Psychic Witch: A Metaphysical Guide to Meditation, Magick &

Manifestation, Of Blood and Bones: Working with Shadow Magick & the Dark Moon

Katie Sullivan, “Beautiful & Inspiring. I think every woman should read this book. I will certainly

be going back through, especially since I've read it, and completing all of the activities

mentioned. If anything, I will get tons of fun out of it and a pretty, handmade girdle at the end!”

Elizabeth Boggs, “Amazing. This is amazing for any woman!”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/WpeQR/Aphrodites-Magic-Celebrate-and-Heal-Your-Sexuality


Jane Collings, “This is a valuable and important book. Aphrodite's Magic is a great book, as an

independent midwife, I carry it in my pregnancy kit bag and leave it with women to help them

when they touch their old sexual pain. Jane's writing style and healing and helpful suggestions

do their magic. I highly highly! recommend this book. Jane Hardwicke Collings author "Ten

Moons the Inner Journey of Pregnancy Preparation for Natural Birth".”

Kaz, “Lifted my spirit. This is a very exciting book. It provides an accessible path to finding the

magic inside yourself. It is written in an engaging style and follows a serious of joyous steps to

spiritual empowerment. It is nicely grounded in the ordinary, but lifted me to places I hadn't

been before. I saw strengths in myself that made me feel invincible. This book is a strong

invitation to peace. It is truly exceptional. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did! Kaz”

Sean O'Reilly, “My wife loved it!. Good read.”

The book by Jane Meredith has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 14 people have provided feedback.
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